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II. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Continuous monitoring of ocean surfaces, utilizing the remote
sensing capability of microwave radiometers, may provide important
{ information applicable in the fields of oceanography, meteorology,
marine transportation, and other related areas.: Ocean surface
characteristics such as salinity, molecular temperature, roughness,
. and sea ice content can be determined from electromagnetic measure-
''
^^
ments, as reviewed by Tomiyasu [1].	 These properties are parameters
s
t of the function describing the brightness temperature of the water,
j which is also dependent on the frequency, polarization, and viewing
angle of the system.	 The radiometer however, does not measure the
brightness temperature directly. 	 Instead, it measures the antenna
temperature, which is the brightness temperature "smoothed" by the ;}
system weighting function (antenna pattern).	 The blurring of the
4
brightness temperature distribution is experienced by all realizable
antennas.
To calculate the water brightness temperature from the measured
,	 3
antenna temperature, an antenna desmoothing problem is encountered.
G This is a classical problem in the field of radio astronomy [2]-[4], j
and some of the earl ier methods used to solve this problem will be
adapted to the r;amote sensing radiometer system under investigation.
E However, radio astronomers have been able in recent years to reduce
^j ^U
1.
the smoothing effect of the antenna by using highly efficient
narrow beam aerials. This allows the observed antenna temperature
distribution to closely approximate the brightness temperature pro-
file, thus eliminating the desmoothing problem. To achieve this
high resolution in the antenna pattern at microwave frequencies, it
is necessary to construct aerials with relatively large physical
dimensions.	 However, the radiometer systems used for continuous
ocean monitoring are air-borne, placing considerable size limi-
tations on the antenna. 	 It may not even be desirable to use narrow
beam aerials for fast-moving air-borne radiometers, since half of
the main beam must remain in the target area throughout the
measuring period [G].	 In any case, desmoothing methods must be
applied to the wide beam antennas used in the remote sensing system.
Desmoothing of the antenna temperature distribution is
s dependent on the successful calculation of a unique solution for a
Fredhioim integral equation of the first kind.	 This integral
equation occurs in other indirect measurement problems such as
q filter spectrometry, inference of structure from diffraction
f patterns, etc. [6]-[8]. 	 In every case the fredholm equation is
highly unstable and yields unrealistic results when the measurements
are known only with moderate accuracy (ill-posed).	 Several matrix
techniques have been developed [8]-[11], along with the necessary
^	 a
smoothing procedures, which will invert the integral. 	 For this
F
antenna desmoothing problem, a more efficient Fourier transform ^	 §
S
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inversion method was developed and was then applied to an experi-
mental finite wave tank system,, taking into account the temperature
contributions from the surrounding sources (earth and sky).
With the advent of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm
[12]413], the discrete frequency spectrums of various functions Ore
co*puted very efficiently and economically. By placing the antenna
temperature equation (Fredholm equation) into a crosscorrelation
fore, Fourier transform methods utilizing the FFT algorithm, allows
the inversion of the integral to proceed efficiently. Also, since
the frequency spectrum of the power pattern is made available by the
FFT, a better understanding of the smoothing effect of the aerial
may be obtained from examination of its spectrum.
1.2 ObJective
Microwave radiometer antennas tend to blur and smooth the
brightness temperature profile of a target due to the coarse main
beam and side-lobe level of the weighting function (power pattern).
To recover the true brightness temperature distribution, FFT tech-
niques are used to invert the antenna temperature measurements. It
is the purpose of this research to
a. verify the validity of the two-dimensional modeling, reported in
reference [14], by comparing it with three-dimensional compu-
tations.
b. determine the stability and sensitivity of the Fourier inversion
f	
__
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k
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method to profiles of errors in the antenna temperature.
c. isolate the causes of instability and illustrate them with
examples.
d. reconvend and implement modifications to smooth (filter) the
inherent instabilities in the inversion.
e. investigate the stability and sensitivity of the modified method.
f. apply the modified techniques to actual measurements.
II, THEORY
2.1 Brightness Temperature Modeling
tY
	 All bodies that maintain a molecular temperature above
le	
absolute zero radiate electromagnetic energy that can be measured
;E	
as a brightness temperature at a specific frequency. If the
radiating object is not a blackbody, then the brightness temperature
will be less than that of an ideal radiator. For opaque bodies, the
fl	
brightness temperature can be expressed from Kirchoff's law [15] as
Tb n eTm	 (1)
in which Tb is the brightness temperature, a is defined as the
ability of a body to radiate energy (emissivity), and Tm is the
a
molecular temperature. Since water is considered to be opaque, its
t	 brightness temperature will be given by (1).
When (1) is used to describe the brightness temperature of
water, two polarizations of its emissivity must be considered.	 r
These polarized emissivities can be described by the Fresnel
r
_.	 I	 I	 }	 ^	 r 
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equations for smooth flat water surfaces as
CA goo 1 — I rvl2
	 (2a)
h
where
r
	
E cos 8 -A - sin2O	
rh 
cos 0 ' - Js sin2O	 (2b)
	
v e cos 8 44i - sin =e	 cos 0 + A - sin 20
and where 0 is the incidence angle of the energy, t is the complex
relative dielecf;Ic permittivity of the water, and v,h indicate
vertical and horizontal polarizations, respectively. Substituting
(2b) into (2a) for the vertical (horizontal) polarization, the
corresponding emissivities can be written as
4(peI + qe
")cosO	 4 p cos0	 (3a)e
ev ' (e' cosh + p) 2 + (e" coso + q)2 h' (cosO + p) 2 + q2
where
p goo Ir­ cosy
q n Fr si ny
	
r = A(e
	
sin 20)2+ (e")2J
	
(3b)
e
Y = 2 tan"' ( e  _ sin2O )
in which c' and EN are the real and imaginary parts of the complex
relative permittivity (E - c' - je"). These equations are derived
in Appendix I assuming that the air-water interface is a smooth flat
surface.
1{ 	 NT.t	 1	
a
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To complete,the water's emissivity model, the Debye equation,
as modified by. Stogryn [16], is assumed for the complex permi-
ttivities of (3).	 This equation is
I - j2xTf	 2neof
where
co - static dielectric constant of the solvent
= high frequency dielectric constant of the solvent (4.9)
f` e* s permittivity of free space (farads/m)°
a	 ionic conductivity of the dissolved salt (mhos /m)
T	 = relaxation time (seconds)
` Stogryn has expressed the static dielectric constant c and the
^^
relaxation time T as semi-empirical equations which, based on a
e
^*
number of measurements,-are written as
a
t
Co (Tm•N ) ' Eo(Tm.0) a (N) (5) e
2uT(Tm,N) - 2wT(Tm,p) b (N*Tm) (6)
4
where
eo(Tm,O)-87.74-0.40008 Tq^ + 9,398x10'yTM	+ 1.410x10- Tm' {7) ti
a(N)*1.0-0.2551N + 5.151x10- 2 N 	 -6.889x10- 3N (8)
f
k
2Wz(Tm,O)-1.1109xlO-" -3.824x10- 12 Tm + 6.93800-14Tm2
- 5.096 x 10- "Tm' (9)
b(N,T)-0.1463x10-'NTm + 1.0-0.04896N - 0.02967N 2 (10)
1
N
and
it
7Tm = water molecular temperature (0 < T m < 400C)
r.n
N	 = normality (0 <- N S 3)
n
The normality in (5) and (6) can also be calculated from a semi-
empirical equation in terms of the salinity.	 This equation is
h
N=9[1.707x10- 2 + 1.205x10"' S + 4.058x10"' S2 ]	 ( 11)
i
where
S = salinity in parts per thousand (0 <_ S S 260)
The ionic conductivity of sea water found in (4) can be formulated
M
as a function of temperature and salinity. 	 This equation is semi-
I= vVirical in nature and has the form of
°sea water '(Tm.S)` *sea water (25,S) exp 	 (12) zI;
ry
where
a
sea water (25 9S) _ S[0.182521-1.46192x10`'S + 2.69324x10`SS2 a
-1.28205x10- S']	 (13)
y	 j
P
c = 2.03340
-2
 + 1.266x10-', + 2.464x10-`n2 - S[1.849x10-S
a
-2.551x10-', + 2.551x10-
I
e2 ]	 (14)
s =25-Tm	 (15)
which is valid for 0 s S <_ 40.	 Equations (3)-(15) require only the
salinity, molecular temperature, and frequency to calculate accurate
F
profiles of the vertically and horizontally polarized emissivities j
of sea water,
. To get a more accurate representation of the water brightness E
temperature, equation (1) is modified to include the reflection of i
f the sky`s brightness temperature from the water surface.	 The
8
i
modification of (1) is
(Tbw )v - ev Tpj + (1-cv) Tbs	 (16)
h	 h	 h
in which TbW is the Mater brightness temperature, and Tbs is the, sky
brightness temperature. This equation was formulated assuming that
there were no contributions from any other atmospheric sources.
To complete the modeling of all the brightness temperatures
considered in the system, profiles must be selected for the earth_
and sky. For the lack of more reliable distributions, it will be
assumed that the radiation emitted from the earth and sky is
unpolarized and for the earth will be fixed at a constant value of
3000K. The brightness temperature of the sky is best described [17]
by the equation
Tbs
	
Teff 0 eTo sec(w-O)) (11)
where
1=:2ff	 1.12 Tair - 500K	 (18)
To . In 0 - 3/Teff)	 (19)
in which Tair = 2840K in all sky profiles modeled throughout the,rest
of this report. This model takes into account atmospheric absorption
by the two main contributions, oxygen and water vapor, and is a
reasonable good approximation for horizontally stratisfied 	 3
^^
	 9
atmosphere.	 l
s
Equations (17)-(19) present sufficient information for (16) to
yield a fairly accurate water brightness temperature distribution.
In Fig. 	 typical profiles of water brightness temperatures for9	 YP	 P	 9	 P	 ^
}
{
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Fig.	 1. Brightness temperature profiles for vertical and horizontal polarizations.
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vertical and horizontal polarizations are plotted using the
er^issivity modeling described by (2)-(15). This model was cal
lated for the parameters indicated in the figure and will be u:
throughout the investigation.
2.2 Description of Laboratory System
Formulation of the antenna temperature equations describii
the performance of the laboratory microwave radiometer system,
shown pictorially in Fig. 2 and geometrically in Fig. 3,.is.sii
fied by assuming a two-dimensional modeling. The system is not
available at the Flight Instrumentation Division of NASA, Langley
Research Center, Hampton, Virginia. The square wave tank is 14 feet
wide and has the ability of controlling the molecular temperature,
salinity, foam, and wave height of the water. The antenna and
radiometer, located at x, y, z, of Fig. 3, are positioned above
the wave tank of width w, and can travel along an arc of constant
radius p. The radial distance from the displaced antenna system to
the center of the tank forms an incidence angle with a normal to the
tank surface, referred to as the system rotation angle a. For each
rotation angle a, the system has the mobility to perform a complete	 a
3600 scan. The antenna's maximum radiation is directed along the
observation scan angle 0. The 0 variations are assumed to be
negligible, thus forming a two-dimensional system the validity of
which remains to be proven.
[	 r
For the particular experimental installation under investigation,
w	
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Tas (0)	 Tbs	 + 0 + ct) G (0 1 ) d
V
+ Tbs (O f + 0 + a) G (0) d Of
	
(23)
2W
G	 P	 P (0) d Of
	
(24)
0
and the limits of integration are found from the geometry of Fig. 3
as
i w/2 + sina
tan- L
 P cos	 (25)
2	 OL	 CL	 01
where NO is the power pattern of the aerial, G (0') is the
normalized gain function of the antennag Tbw9 Tbe, and Tbs are the
brightness temperatures of the water, earth, and sky, respectively.
The brightness temperatures in (2l)-(23) were described in section
2.1. Each term in (21)-(23) was intentionally placed in the form
of a crosscorrelation and can be evaluated, in the Fourier trans-
form domain, by a multiplication. From the crosscorrelation
theorem, the antenna temperature equations (2l)-(23) can be written
in general as
J.
is
Ta(w) - Tb(w) G*(w) 	 (27)
where Ta(w) is the Fourier transform of Ta(s) defined by
Ta(w) ' Ta(s) OwOdo	 (28)
Tb(w) and G*(w) are similarly the transform of Tb(0) and the con-
jugate of the transform of G(0), respectively. The computational
advantages of (27) are realized from the use of the FFT algorithm to
calculate the direct and inverse transforms of the functions involved.
A better understanding of the smoothing effect of the gain
function is obtained by examining its spectrum's influence on (27).
This equation emphasizes the importance of zeros in G * (w). It is
apparent from (27) that for those frequencies wk for which
G*(wk) = 0	 (29),
the information contained in Tb(wk) is lost in the smoothing 	 r
process. This means that Ta(w) has no knowledge of Tb(w) at wswk
no matter what the magnitude of Tb(wk). Even if G*(w) only	 ?	 4
approaches zero, spectral information is severely attenuated. It is
reasonable to expect e(w) to be small in magnitude at some large
w since continous functions, such as antenna patterns, have high
a
frequency components that approach zero.
F
Fig. 4 demonstrates the aerial smoothing effect in the trans-
form domain for arbitrary functions. The point labeled we may be
described as being a cutoff frequency beyond which G((a) is at or near{
P
zero. Starting with Tb(w) (Fig. 4a) and multiplying by G(w)
a
3

17
wi
k
(Fig. 4b) results in the spectrum of 3a(w) (Fig. 4c). This pro-
f	 cedure may be explained as being a filtering process in which the
ff
input signal Tb(w) is filtered by the system's transfer function
GM, resulting in the ouput signal Ta(w). The figure shows that
the frequencies above we are completely lost and below we reduced
in magnitude according to the gain function spectrum variation.
rp	 The end result of the two areas of spectral attenuation is the
smoothing of the brightness temperature distribution in the spatial
I'	 domain.
is
F. As was stated in the introduction, radio astronomers have been
able to by-pass the antenna smoothing problem. They accomplish this
by using highly efficient narrow beam aerials which allow the antenna
temperature to approximate the brightness temperature. This approxi-
#	 rrtion is accurate because the gain function of the high efficiency
3
antenna approaches the Dirac delta function. If G(p) is a delta
function, Ta(w) equals Tb(w) in (27). In this case, there is no
k
loss of spectral information which results in the measurement of a
highly resolved profile. However, the antennas used for remote
3
sensing must meet rigid constraints that force the use of aerials
with pattern frequency spectrums that decrease and approach zero at
high frequencies.
1
The existence of wc, that was discussed previously, places
G(w) in the role of a low-pass filter that rejects the high
i frequency signals subjected to it. This implies the possible
existence of brightness temperature profiles that may be virtually
14r J
4
,
r18
undetectable, such as
TO) _ Am exp(JwmW)	 (30)
where the Am are arbitrary and % are larger than we of Fig. 4.
These temperature distributions may be called invisible distri-
butions, since they are not accepted and not recorded by U* system.
Although the presence of what (30) represents in nature is
impossible, since it would require the measurement of negative
absolute temperatures, it may however occur on top of a realizable
detectable distribution such as T (0) forming
Tb(0) ' T) + Am exp(,fo.0)	 (31)
It
	
The plausibility of (31) in water brightness temperature investi-
gations is questionable, although its usage in the study of the
stability of inversion methods is advantageous.
2.4 Inversion of the Integral Equation
Experiments have been devised to investigate Oe state of water
by remote sensing techniques. For this investigation, the actual
3	 measurements would represent the antenna temperature, as given by
(20), where the parameter of importance is the brightness
temperature of the water (Tbw) which is part of the integrand of
j
}	 (21). It would then be important to be able to determine the
j
^A
	 functional variation within the integral from a knowledge of the
integral itself (measurements). This process is known as inversion.
E	 Since (21) can be cast into a multiplication form in the
_1
19
transform domain, as shown by (27), T bw(S) can then be determined by
1 Taw(w)
where F"' is the inverse Fourier transform and Taw(w) is the
antenna temperature !due to the water in the frequency domain. It
should be pointed out that Taw is obtained from (20) after the
contributions from the earth (Tae) and sky (Tas), calculated using
(22) and (23) and a knowledge of The and Tbs, have been subtracted
from the total measured antevnv temperature. The advantage of
using (32) for inverting (21) is that the T bW for all observation
angles (S's) and one system position (a) are processed in one
efficient calculation with the aid of the FFT algorithm. This
makes the method very attractive in the evaluation of large
quantities of data.
2.5 Stability Investigation of the Inversion
Calculating a Taw from a known Tbw by (27)and then inverting
this Taw using (32) gives a Tbw different from the original by only
t 0.020K, as was demonstrated in [14]. This would indicate that
(32) is an accurate inversion method. However, this method was
examined only with exact Taw. Therefore, it is important to
investigate the sensitivity and stability of (32) when Taws) is
known with only moderate accuracy, that is to say when (21) is
x`	
ill-posed.
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The integral equation of (21) is in a crosscorrelation form
and is a special case of the Fredholm integral equation of the
first kind. However, the stability of the more stvingent general
form of the Fredholm equation will be inspected, and the con-
clusions drawn from this investigation will apply to the special
case of (21). In the course of the stability investigation, the
following relationship is ivquired.
b
lim	 K(x,y) sin(Rx)dx - 0 ; a s x s b	 (33)
R .* = I
a
The proof of (33) is given in [18] and is repeated in Appendix II.
The general form of the Fredholm integral equation of the first
kind is
,b
g(y)	 K(X.Y) f(x) dx	 a 5 x 5 b	 (34)
a
where g(y) is a known (measured) function, K(x,y) is the kernel of
the integral equation, f(x) is the unknown function, and a,b are
constant limits of integration. If for any A, Asin(Rx) is added on
to f(x) and R + 	 then from (33), g(y) remains unchanged and (34)
may be written as
jb
g(y)	 K(x.y) [f(x) + AsInOtOl dx 	 a -s x s b	 (35)
^	
1	
_
r
4
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However	 if R is 9 iven some finite large9 value rather than infinity,
then an arbitrary small variable d(y) is added to g(y) forming
b
g(y) + d(y) = K(x,y) [AsinRx + f(x)] dx	 a s x s b	 (36)
n
If the left side of.(36) represents measured data, that differs
from the correct measurements g(y) by some small experimental error
b
6(y), the inversion would then yield large amplitude, high frequency ;a
oscillations attached to the correct solution of f(x). 	 This indi-
cates that the solutions to the Fredholm integral equation of the
first kind are not unique when experimental errors are considered.
The solutions of the ill-posed integral equation of the first
' kind will result in sporadic oscillations, regardless of the !'
inversion method used.	 This also applies to the Fourier inversion
1
Y
technique of (32).
	
The source of the instability in the Fourier
`x
inversion becomes apparent if the spectrum of the gain function
GM is examined, as was done in section 3.2.
To explain the instability in the Fourier inversion, (32) is k
rewritten as
{
1	 Taw(w )	 Te(w)
. Tbw(s) ' F-
	
[	 +	
(37) aG (w)](w)
	
*
G
* t..
tY
where Te(w) is the additive experimental error in the transform
domain, and Taw (w) is the spectrum of the error-free antenna
temperature.	 For some w near or above We of fig. 4b, the second
V
tT
G^ y	 i
— ;	 !	 A,	 1
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term on the right side of (37) may be large because Te(w) is
amplified considerably from its division by the small G(w) compo-
nents. In the extreme case where G(wk) is exactly zero, the
inversion of the ill-posed (21) will blow up since Tbw($) will have
components of infinite magnitude for any trace of Te(wk). This
means that the inversion inadvertently exaggerates the Am terms of
the invisible portion of (31). This inversion method can not be used
in practical applications and a modification to the technique must
be developed.
$	 2.6 Restoration Method
The discussion on equation (37) showed that it is impossible to
obtain an exact solution using (32) when Taw contains experimental
I	 errors. To reduce the oscillations of the solution, a smoothingr
procedure must be included, as was done for the matrix inversion
i
techniques [81-[11]. This will require the filtering of the large
high frequency error terms of (37).
Writing l/G*(w) of (32) as 1/1-[1-G*(ar)], and then performing
a series expansion [2] results in
T bw(B) _ F-' {Taw(w)(w) [1+(l-G*(w)) + (1-G*(w))2 + ( 1-G*(w))3
+....+ (1-G* (w))n
 +•.•.]}	 (38) d
The infinite series expansion of l/G* (w) converges provided that	 R
11-G* (w)l < 1 For most antenna systems used in radiometry, their
gain patterns are symmetrical, smooth varying functions which
W23
insure that G*(w) is always real and in most cases positive.	 For
some cases where G*M is negative. the amplitudes are very small
compared to the positive values. 	 Since G(w) has been normalized so
that its maximum value is unity, convergence of I/G *M insures the
recovery of a unique Tbw only if Taw does not contain any error.
The inclusion of error in Taw leads to nonunique and oscillating
solutions for Tbw since the convergence of I/G (w) equates (38) to
(37).	 The oscillating forms of Tbw are mainly attributed to the
inclusion of higher order terms in the series expansion of I/G*(w).
Thus, Tbw(s) can be restored to the extent depending on the error
present in Taw(w).	 The oscillations can be minimized by properly
truncating the series expansion, which in effect filters the high
frequency error terms. 	 In practice, only the first few terms of
(38) are necessary, as will be shown later.
The rewriting of (32) in a series form as in (38), places the
equation in a convenient form to develop a smoothing procedure in
the recovery of Tbw(B).
	 The technique involves a truncation of the
infinite series and then a multiplication of the Taw(w) by the
truncated series.	 The inclusion of one, two, three, or more terms
of the series can be interpreted as letting the values of Tbw
be equal, respectively, to
Tbwo	 Taw	 (39a)
T	 T	 - G*Tbwo)	 (39b)bwl	 bwo + (Taw
r :^
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T	 = T	 + (T	 G*T	 39cbw	 bwl	 aw "
	 bwl )	(	 )
i
T	 T•	 n-^	 + (T	 - G*T	 _	 )	 (39d)bwn	 bw (
	 )	 aw	 bw(n ^) A
where * implies crosscorrelation.	 The altered inversion procedure 	 s
` reduces to an iterative method, as indicated by (39a)-(39d),and will
be referred to as restoration [2].	 The second term in (39b)-(39d) is
a correction factor which is added to the values of the previous
restored brightness temperature to obtain the newly created-
.
r
function.	 It should be emphasized that this iterative method allows
restoration of the brightness temperature of the water for alli
,t
viewing angles within the limits of the wave tank.
f
The restoration method approximates well the correct Tbw	 rt°
solution from the truncation of (38).	 This filtering process not
only reduces the oscillatory part of the solution, but it also
r
smooths the true Tbw where high frequency terms are required to
describe the rapidly varying parts of the curve. 	 However, the Tbw
curve is a fairly smooth function in 'Itself.- The restoration
method will smooth only the discontinuous edges of the wave tank
profile or those temperatures near the horizon, depending on the 	 }
size of the wave tank.
	
This property of the restoration process
3
will be demonstrated later.
l
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III. COMPUTATIONS
3.1 Calculation of the Antenna Temperature
Computations for the investigation of the Fourier inversion
rt
technique will be conducted using the 5 0 Half Power Beam Width
(HPBW) antenna of Fig. 5, whose beam efficiency to the first null,
r
assuming rotational symmetry, is 99.97%.	 This beam efficiency is {
typical of antenna patterns used in state-of-tte-art radiometers
nowadays [19).	 To use the FFT algorithm developed by Cooley and
^ t
Tukey [12] to perform a discrete Fourier transform, requires that
2N
 srimpling points be known (N is an integer). 	 All functions used 
i
th,oughout this investigation are sampled 256 times in one xw
L reveloution (3600) of its observation angle.	 Two hundred fifty six1
` points allow 128 harmonics of the fundamental frequency (fo = zw)
of the function to be calculated.	 Ninety (90) harmonics of the
normalized spectrum of the 50 HPBW antenna are shown in Fig. 6.
Although an exact we can not be located in this figure, the spectral
characteristics of Fig. 6_and Fig. 4b are equivalent.t
To prove the validity of the two-dimensional modeling of the
y wave tank system, Taw of (21) was calculated from Tbw of Fig. 1i
using different methods.
	
A three-dimensional model (20], using 3
t numerical integration for computations, is compared to the -two- 3
dimensional Fourier transform technique in Table I. 	 These results
were obtained for various system rotation angles (a s s) while the
{
radiometer was looking toward the center of the wave tank (0-0).
}
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TABLE i
ANTENNA TEMPERATURES OF WATER (Taw)
FOR VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL POLARIZATIONS
6
j;
WATER ANTENNA
TEMPERATURE (Taw, OK)
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
N = 14 feet
p-= 13 feet
WATER ANTENNA
TEMPERATURE (Taw, °K)
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
SYSTEM
ROTATION
ANGLE
WATER
BRIGHTNESS
TEMPERATURE
(Tbw, °K)
3-D
NUMERICAL
INTEGRATION
2-D
FAST FOURIER
TRANSFORMS
WATER
BRIGMESS
TEMPERATURE
(Tbw, OK)
3-D
NUMERICAL
INTEGRATION
2-0
FAST FOURIER
TRANSFORMS
a = 00 log.in 109.09 i 9.23 109.10 109.09 108.96
a = 200 114.44 114.48 114.59 in4.16 104.14 104.01
a = 400 133.19 133.40 133.42 89.26 89.19 89.07
a °= 600 176.88 176.86 176.93 64.71 64.52 64.51
a - 800 269.70 231.32 232.84 37.97 34.24 34.17
wyi	 L _. _r	 ,_	 l1 .
	
1
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As Table I indicates, the two methods agree favorably and the Taws
are nearly the same as the corresponding T bws for incidence angles
up to about 600. For radiometer systems with less efficient
radiation characteristics and dominant crosspolarization components,
a	 larger differences between brightness and antenna temperatures will 	 w
x
be found for all incidence angles and the two-dimensional modeling
will not then be as valid.
{
3.2 Sensitivity Investigation of the Fourier Inversion and
Restoration Methods
As was explained previously using (37), the instability in the
Fourier inversion is dependent on the spectrums of the error (Te(w))
and gain function (G(w)). To demonstrate this, three sinusodial
errors of different frequencies (10th, 30th, and 50th harmonics) and
of constant magnitude (1 0K) were individually examined. Each of the
sine errors were added on to the error-free vertically and hori-
zontall polarized water antenna temperature (Taw) calculated usingY P	 P	 	 g
the water brightness temperature of Fig. 1. The spectrums of the
errors Te{d) are spikes placed at their corresponding frequencies,
i
!	 as shown in Fig. 7. Even though the magnitude of Te(8) is the same
in each case, the error in the inverted Tbw increases as the
	 A
frequency of the error term increases (Figs. 8 and 9). This is	 i
expected from examination of Fig. 6 which shows G(w) decreasing as
w increases, causing the higher frequency error to be amplified in 	 f
.a._I_
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the inversion process, since it is divided by smaller numbers. The
amplification of high frequency error terms is true for all wide
beam antennas (narrow frequency spectrum), as was explained in
section 4.2.
Another type of error that can be examined is that which occurs
when only one out of the two hundred fifty six T aw measurements is
incorrect. This is impulse error and has spectral characteristics
similar to white noise (Fig. 10). The spectrum of the impulse error
is constant and extends to all frequencies. Therefore, the osci-
llations that result from the division of this Tp(w) by G * (w) are
sporadic in nature and are large in magnitude. This is demonstrated
in Figs. 11 and 12 whose curves were calculated from a Taw that
contained a loo impulse error at the edge of the wave tank. Since
these inversions are completely unacceptable, the restoration
technique was then applied to the Taw containing the impulse error
(Fig. 13). This method yields an accurate Tbw curve out to an
incidence angle of approximately 170 using only three restorations
(four terms of (38)). The discrepancies, that occur at incidence
angles greater than 170 , are due mostly to the distortion of the
true Tbw by the filtering effect of the restoration process.
The sins and impulse errors were introduced to show the
sensitivity of the inversion method to the spectrum of the error,
and are not representative of errors in actual measurements. An
example of a more realistic error is demonstrated by considering
kt
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the operating procedures for the measurements and the manner in
which they will be utilized to perform the inversion. 	 To complete
the inversion, it is necessary to have measured data for a complete
revolution (3600 ).	 Since it was decided that a sampling of about
every 1.40 was sufficient, two hundred fifty six (256) points will
1
be required for each inversion. 	 Making 256 measurements necessi-
tates long periods of time, and it is not a very practical pro -
cedure.
	
Measurements are usually made every 50 or 100 and the
others, necessary for the inversion, can be inferred by interpolating
_	 between measured points.
To see what errors are introduced from the procedure described,
in Fig. 14 the error-free Ta for ver^Acal polarization was plotted
every 50 (denoted by stars) for the first 400 and every 100
`	 thereafter.	 A curve was then drawn through the points (*--*--*) to
{	 represent a profile of Ta for all observation angles.
	
The same
procedure was followed for the horizontal polarization with the
results sfiown in Fig. 15. 	 The true Ta is also shown with these,
curves (----) and seems to indicate very little
	
difference between
the two.	 However, closer.observation shows large vertical
differences around, the rapidly varying parts of the curves. 	 These
errors have considerable high frequency content in their spectrums,
resulting in the unrealistic inversions of Fig. 16 and 17.	 If part
of the data (00-400) is from the solid (---) curve of fig. 14 and
the remaining (400--1800) from the dashed (--*--*--) curve of the k
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-same figure, the inversions are still undesirable as shown in
Fig. 18. The same is true for the horizontal polarization as shown
in Fig. 19 as obtained from the data of Fig. 15.
f	 Since complete inversion, using (31), of the data shown in
t
a
1	 Figs. 14-19 resulted in quite unrealistic solutions, the restoration
procedure of (38) was used to smooth the instabilities. Performing
only three restorations on the data used to calculate Figs. 16-19,
_	 the restored vertical and horizontal polarizations of Tbw are
i
compared to the true Tbw in Figs. 20 and 21. When Ta is measured
v	 every 50 over the first 400, discrepancies in the restored Tbw
i
occur at angles near the edge of the wave tank because of the diffio
culty in measuring the Ta around this rapidly varying part of the
profile. If the correct Ta is used over the wave tank (every 1.40
over the 00-400 range), then less disagreement is observed between
the true and restored Tbw. The difference between the curves in
r
the second case is not due to the error in Ta completely. Instead,
as was discussed previously, this discrepancy results from the
filtering process of the restoration which attenuates the high
frequency terms in the solution.q	 Y
All of the high frequency components, made available by the FFT
algorithm: are required to describe the discontinuous edge of the
F	 wave tank's brightness temperature profile. By eliminating some of
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consideret!, but this would enhance the errors in Ta and would
approach the unstable inversions of Figs. 16-19. It was observed
that three restorations is usually the limit for most measured data,
which was also concluded in [3] and [21].
3.3 Refined Measuring Procedure
To calculate the water's brightness temperature profile for
large incidence angles using a finite size wave tank, the system's
rotation angle (a) must be varied. Since only a small number of
restorations will normally be performed on measurements, the usable
portion of each restored profile, for a given antenna position
along the arc, will be limited. Therefore,.to maximize the benefits
of the restoration process, the selection of the best first esti-
mate for Tbw of ((39a) must be examined.
Performing three restorations on measurements permits only
three corrections to the first estimate of Tbw in (39). This raises
the question of whether Ta might be a better estimate of T bw rather
than Taw, in which case its use would result in improved solutions
from the limited number of restorations performed. To aid in the
selection of the term to be placed in (39a), the curves in Figs. 22,
23 (p n 13 feet) and Figs. 24,25 (p = 26 feet), were calculated by
restoring the error-free Taw. These plots can be compared to the
curves of Figs. 26-29 which were calculated by restoring the error
free Ta. These figures indicate that for small a the accuracy and
range of the restored profiles are approximately the same whether
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the restoration is being performed on the Ta ` s or Taws. However,
when large a are considered, it can be concluded that the resto-
ration should be performed on the Ta's for vertical polarizations
and Taws for horizontal polarizations. This occurs because both
Tbwv, and Ta curve up for barge incidence angles, as Tbwh and Taw
both curve down for the same angles which results in a better first
E
estimate for Thy of (39a).
k	 The profiles of Figs. 22-29 show the overlapping of each a
curve, and the limits of the usable data may be set in each case.
These profiles however were calculated from data taken at 1.40
T	 intervals. Since it is not practical to make measurements at this
interval, a compromised measuring scheme was developed. It is indi-
cated from [22] that measurements can be made every 2.80 over the
xt
	
	 wave tank and every 5.60 over the rest of the observation angles.
This routine would be repeated for all a from 00 to 800 in 100
steps.
The measuring scheme described requires interpolation to pro-
duce the 256 temperatures necessary for the restoration technique.
Straight line interpolation will be used for all measurements. This
type of interpolation will introduce more error into the earth and
.-
	
	
sky measurements than it will for the wave tank measurements, since
i
earth and sky data are taken at larger intervals. However, figs. 20
	 3
and 21 :show that the restoration technique is not sensitive to
A	 errors over the earth and sky when only three restorations are
performed.
A second source of error must be considered when Taw is iso-
lated in (20) for the restoration of horizontally polarized data.
In actual measurements The and Tbs are not known. To obtain a good
approximation to these profiles, the portion of Ta over the earth
and sky is assumed for The and Tbs, respectively, This allows the
evaluation of Tde and Tas used in (20). To improve the approximate
The profile, it will be assumed that
Tbe(p) - Ta(-01-120 )	 (40)
v	
for -pa-120 < p < 0 1 and pz < p < pz,+ 120 . It is more reasonable
to assume that The remains at this constant value in this range
rather than decreasing as Ta does, since the earth is homogenous in
the area near the wave tank's edge.
The final trio-dimensional restoration program, utilizing the
measuring scheme discussed, is shown as a subroutine in Appendix III.
d
If the appropriate Ta measurements are made using the Tbw's of Fig.
1 and placed in the computer program, the Tbw profiles of Figs. 30
d
and 31 can then be calculated. These curves show that for the
a
system parameters considered, the restored Tbw profile is accurate
to within 1°K out to an incidence angle of 67 0 for p - 26 feet.
Although the calculated Tbw beyond these limits have less accuracy
than 1°K, they are closer to the true Tbw than any other data
available.
ayThe large incorrect Tbw that occur in the calculations of
Figs. 30 and 31 are rejected by the computer program, which accounts
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for the breaks in the restored profile. These discrepancies are
due rrrainly to the interpolation of the measured data, and are more
prominent when a 26 foot antenna boom is considered. This occurs
because the range of 6 within the limits of the wave tank for the
26 foot boom is small, causing the rapidly varying antenna
temperatures to be interpolated with considerabie error. The result
is a reduction in the usable portion of each a profile, producing
the breaks in the edited Tbw curves shown. However, it is possible
to fit a curve through the points made available by the computer
program, yielding a fairly accurate and continuous Tbw profile.
The discrepancy in the restored Tbw for each a curve near the
edge of the wave tank in Figs. 22-29 is explained as being caused
by the attenuation of the high frequency terms of the solution.
When an infinite wave tank is considered, the high frequency terms
are needed to describe the rapid changes in the T bw at the horizon.
This is shown in Fig. 32 where the restored Tbw is calculated from
an error-free Taw. Since both vertical and horizontal polarizations
of Tbw vary rapidly at the horizon, nothing is gained by restoring
Ta instead of Taw. Therefore, an accurate restored Tbw can be
expected out to an incidence angle of about 80 0 for infinite wave
tank considerations, which is representative of open sea
measurements.
The restoration method, demonstrated in this section, restores
the water brightness temperature with good computational efficiency.
The computer ~ime required to perform each additional restoration,
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once the Fourier transforms of all pertinent functions have been
found, is on the order of 0.05 seconds. A total time of about 1-2
seconds is required to perform a complete restoration for one a and for
one polarization. The computational advantages of this method are
beneficial in the evaluation of large quantities of data.
3.4 Restoration of Sea Water Measurements
Radiometric measurements of sea water at 7.55 GHz were made at
Cape Cod canal, as reported by Swift [23]. The E- and H-plane
patterns of the antenna used for the measurements are given in Fig. k
S
33 with beam efficiencies of 80.34/69.34, 88.98/76.76, 95.68/88.94, 	 x
97.06/92.66, 98.06/95.55, 99.81/99.83% for the E-/H- planes within
s
the observation angles of 100, 200 , 320, 40o , 580 , and 1080,
respectively [20]. The spectrum of the E- and H-plane patterns are
j	 given in Figs. 34 and 35, and show some negative terms. These 	 n
E	 negative components are small in magnitude and will have little
t
effect on the solution for the small number of restorations
i	
performed.
`	 Using infinite wave tank geometry approximations, a Tbw was
calr -Rated by performing three restorations on the measurements 	 f
reported by Swift. The restored Tbw and the measured Ta ;re shown
An Fig. 36. A very close agreement between the two is indicated
1.
	 for incidence angles up to about 750 , as would be expected for
efficjent antennas with negligible crosspolarization components.
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Near the edges of the tank there are large disagreements between
the two because the sky contributions are beginning to become
significant and the crosspolarization contributions become more
evident. The measured Ta profile is not smooth, and exhibits flat
spots due to uncontrollable parameters such as periodic surface
roughness, sunlight reflections, and the close proximity of the
irregular shoreline.
To interpret the measurements and to shed some insight in the
validity of Stogryn's mathematical model [16], in Fig. 37 the
restored Tbw was plotted and compared to that obtained using
equations (2)-(16) for the parameters indicated, which . were measured
independently at the site. It is clear that the restored values
have the same profile characteristics as the ones computed from the
mathematical model. There are some distinct disagreements at large
incidence angles, but it should be emphasized that the restoration
method is not valid in the region near the edges of the wave tank
as was shown in Fig. 32. The computed values were based on a smooth
surface mathematical model where the restored temperatures were
based on measurements of sea water which may have had some surface
irregularities during the course of the experiment.
IV. CONCLUSION
The validity of the two-dimensional modeling used in this
investigation was verified for efficient radiometric antennas that
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contain negligible crosspolarization components. This type of
antenna is used in systems employing state-of-the-art radiometers.
The validity of the modeling was demonstrated by comparing the
calculated antenna temperature of a three-dimensional numerical
integration method with that of the two-dimensional Fourier trans-
form method. The results of the two methods agreed favorably for
efficient antennas and any differences may be attributed to the
neglected 0 variations and crosspolarization contributions in the
two-dimensional system.
It was shown that the complete inversion of the two-dimensional
antenna temperature equation is unstable and yields unrealistic
solutions when experimental errors are considered. This is true
regardless of the inversion method used, as was proven using the
general form of the Fredholm integral equation of the first kind.
The instabilities appear in the Fourier inversion because of the
division of error terms by small gain pattern components in the
transform domain. This was demonstrated by inverting antenna
temperatures that contained sine and impulse errors. These examples.
showed considerable amplification of the high frequency error terms
caused by the spectrum of the antenna pattern.
By performing a series expansion of the inversion equation, the
a
inherent instabilities may be filtered by properly truncating the
series This ability of the restoration technique was demonstrated
using sampled data of typical measurements which contained error,
2
and indicated an insensitivity to errors in the earth and ,sky data.
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Although the restoration technique filters the true brightness
temperature as well as the instabilities, a large portion of the
water brightness temperature profile is obtainable by editing the
restorations of measurements made at different system positions in
a finite wave tank geometry. For open sea measurements 88% of the
entire profile can be accurately calculated using the restoration
technique.
The solution of the integral equation along with the appro-
priate smoothing technique can be applied to large amounts of data
with ease. The two-dimensional restoration was used to restore sea
water measurements made in an infinite wave tank geometry. These
restorations compared favorably with values obtained from a semi-
empirical mathematical modeling of a smooth surface.
The Fast Fourier Transform algorithm has enabled the solution
of the two-dimensional antenna temperature integral, formulated as
a crosscorrelation, to proceed with the utmost efficiency and speed.
To obtain an accuracy in the restoration method comparable with the
measuring accuracy of the state -of-the-art radiometers (less than
0.1 0K), the 8 variations and crosspolarization contributions must
be considered. This will require a three-dimensional inversion
} which is now under consideration. The advantages of the Fourier
{	 restoration method will be felt greatly in this circumstance.
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Appendix I. Vertically and Horizontally Polarized Water
Emissivities for Smooth Flat Air-Water
Interfaces
i}
s,31
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The emissivity of water that has a smooth flat surface is
expressed as
e=1 -Irl,	 (A-1)
where c is the emissivity and r is the electromagnetic reflection
coefficient. The air-water interface is assumed to he abrupt
(Fig. 38), which allows the reflection coefficient to he described
by the Fresnel equations as
	
ry _ 
nocoso-nlcoso,	 (A-2a)
nocosQl+nlcoso'
	nlcose-nocoso	 (A-2b)
rh = nlcosjRnlcosO'
where
no= impedance of the air (free space)
n % - impedance of the water
^1 = incidence angle of the energy
A^= refracted angle of the energy
and v,h indicate the vertical and horizontal polarizations,
respectively.
Examining the vertically polarized reflection .coefficient
first, (A-2a) can be written in the form of
u0 cosh - u11 coso,
	Eo	 £1
rv-	 (A-3)
uo cosgl + u, cosh
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4
where
Vo permeability of the air ( free space)
Eo permittivity of the air (free space)
U 1 = permeabi 1 i ty of the ^; ater
<	 E 1= permittivity of the water
r
Since the permeability of the water (pi) is equal to that of free
1
space (po ), Snell ' s Law of refraction, which expresses the
refracted angle in terms of the incidence anqle, is given by
r. sin 	 =	 sin 2O	 (A-4)i
t This allows (A-3) to be written as
i 5. sin2O
r =A
l ocoso E1	 Ei	 (A - 5)
:.	
vE
Cos 1 ^- ° sin^20
E	 E1	 E1
The permittivity of the water is described by the complex relative
E
permittivity, £ = el , placing (A-5) in the form of
0
E coso -e-sin 20
rv=	 (A-6)
E coso + E-sin ^
E is a complex quantity given by
E=E' - JE
	
(A-7)
z	 where c',  c" are the real and imaginary parts of the complex
`	 relative permittivity. Therefore,
i
e-sin20
	
CA	 (A-8)
J
;r
i
e cosO - P+J(q-c"coso)	 (A-9)ry
c"cosO + P-J(q+c°cos¢)
where
p Ir—
 cosy
q = ^—r siny
}	 Making the denominator of (A-9) real gives
(e') 2 cos 2 0 - r + (e^^) 2 cos 2 ^ + J(2c ' gcosY-2pc"cosO) (A-10)
„
coso)(c'cosO + p) 2
 + ( q + c	 2 r
Taking the square of the magnitude of (A.10) results in
2 (e')
4
cos
4
0 - 2r(c') 2 cos 2 0 + 2(e') 2 (e " ) 2 COS "0 + r2
Ir^^
	
[(e'cos¢ + P)2 +(q + e"coso)2]2
-2r(e^^)2`^ 2 Q + (e^^) co$ 0+4(e')2g2 cos 20
[( c 'cosO + P) 2 + ( q + e°coSO) 2]2
}	
+ 4p 2 (c") 2 cos 20 - 8c' e^' qP cos A-11
[(e'cosQl + p) 2
 + (q +e"coSO )2]2
I < The vertically polarized emissivity can be written from (AI-1) and
► 	 (A-11) as
4(pe' + qE")cosO[(e') 2 COS 2 0 + p2 + 2e'pcosO
EV
[(e'cosO + p) 2 + (q + c "cosO)2]2
:•:	 _.__.	
_ i ^^r
 .^. +.—.tee—ate..	
_...	
_._..
	 n	 _	
_
' 	 1 i
79
(C II ) 2 co5 2 0 + 2c° q cosO + g23
2
	 (A-12)
[(c'cosO + p) 2 + ( q + c "cosO)2]2
which reduces to the final form
4(pe' + gc")coso
	 (A-13)
cv - (e'cos0 + p ) 2 + ( q+c"cosO)2
Next, the horizontally polarized reflection coefficient is
examined, and (A-2b) can be written as
Fri	 [zo°
coso -	 cosQ
h	 j,
1
coso + 
u—° coso
1
c l 	 c0
(A-14)
Using (A-4) and the fact that p, =u°
 allows (A-14) to be placed in
the form of
cosO - E 1 - 0 sin0	 201 
rh -
I 
coso + e 1 _ 10sin20
o	 E1
which reduces to
2
Fe-sin  0cos0 -
rh
r	 cosO + i t-ss 
where e is given by (X-7) . Using (A-8). equation (A--16) takes the
form of
cosO - p+jq
rh =
cosy + p-jq
f'
(A-15)
(A-16)
(A-17)
Ff 80
3i
E	
r
f 
r	 } where p and q are given in (A-9).	 Making the denominator of (A-17)
real gives
cos2O-r + j2gcosO (A-18)
 + p)2 + q2rh	 ( cos
Taking the square of the magnitude of (A-18) results in
M
k
t
(cos 2 pl-r) 2 + 4gcos20
(A-19) i
s	 3i
(r	 I2
h
[(cosfl+p )2 + 82'12
The horizontally polarized emissivity can be written from (A-1)
and (A-19) as
4pcos 3 0 + 4rcos 2^ + 4prcos^l + 4cos 2O(P 2 - q2)} Eh
[(cos0 + p)2 + g2J2
(A-20)
i
which reduces to the final form
4pcospl
ch (A-21)
(cosO + p) 2 + q2
i
j
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r: 4
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If K(x,y) is a piecewise continuous function for a <- x 5 b,
then
b
lim	 K(x,y)sinRxdx=O	 (A-22)
R-► °°a
To prove (A-22), it can be assumed without loss of generality that
K(x,y) is continuous. The interval of integration can always be
broken up into a firA to ,comber of subintervals and proved for each
of the subintervals where the function K(x,y) is continuous. The
y variable in K(x,y) will be dropped since it. is a constant with
respect to the integration variabl e x.
To begin the proof a change of variables is performed.
Replacing x with t +	 resul.ts in
lb b- R
K(x)sinRxdx = -	 K(t + R)sinRtdt	 (A-23)
a	 a i
Doubling( A-23) gives
Tr
b	 b	 b-R
ir
2	 K(x)sinRxdx	 k!t)sinRtdt -	 K(t + R)sinRtdt
	
(A-24)
1
a	 a	 a, n
R
Equation (A-?4) can be exapnded as
b	 b-
n
R
2	 K(x)sinRxdx = -
	
[K(t + ^)-K(tajsinRtdt`
a	 a
483
r	 f
s b	 a
. + K(t)sinRtdt K(t+ R)sinRtdt (A-25) j
b-R
	
aC-^
E	 {t R
f
If K(x) is continuous for a s x 5 b, then R can be chosen sufficiently
a
large so that JK(t + R )-K(t)l < 61(b-a) for all t in the interval.
a
Also, R can be picked large enough so that R < 6/2M, where 'K(t)I<Mt:
E	
^ r in the interval.	 Rewriting (A-25) gives
i	 rF
b	
b- n
R
21 K(x)sinRxdxl<l- (K(t + R )-K(t)]sinRtdtl
i
r,
a	 a
z
b
j
+1 K(t)sinRtdtl+l- K(t + R )sinRtdtj (A-26)
jnb_ R
	
a-
t- Substituting into the right side of (A-26) and simplifying gives x
^. b
a	
^ z
21	 K(x)sinRxdx) <	 baa
	
[b-a] + 2 + 2
a
(A-27)
r which reduces to J
} b
1 I K(x)sinRxdxf	 < d (A-28)
4 a
i
i
,
84
Since & is arbitrary, it can be set equal to zero in (A-28)
forcing R -► -.
i
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t
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ABSTRACT
Existing microwave radiometer technology now provides a
suitable method for remote determination of the ocean surface's
absolute brightness temperature. To extract the brightness
temperature of the water from the antenna temperature equation, an
unstable Fredholm integral equation of the first kind is solved.
Fast Fourier Transform techniques are used to invert the integral
after it is placed into a crosscorrelation form. Application and
verification of the methods to a two-dimensional modeling of a
£s	 laboratory wave tank system are included. The instability of the
Fredholm equation is then demonstrated and a restoration procedure
ij	 is included which smooths the resulting oscillations. With the
Vi	 recent availability and advances of Fast Fourier Transform techni-
ques, the method presented becomes very attractive in the evalu-
ation of large quantities of data. Actual radiometric measurements
of sea water are inverted using the restoration method, incor-
porating the advantages of the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm for
	
Y
computations.
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